Good morning everyone,
The newsletter looks strangely bare this
morning, but that is because there are no
accompanying sheets to go with any of the
designs this week.
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I made it look less spaced out by moving stuff
around a bit, but I don’t want to get into a total
revamp of the newsletter format or it will take all
morning to get it published online!
Image 1: The final full week of the current paper
collection coming up, there are actually eight
sheets left so I may simply upload two one
afternoon to get it finished before next weeks’
newsletter.
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Image 2: Not my usual style I know, but then we
each have different tastes & although I almost
binned this I decided to upload it anyhow as it is
usually the one’s I decide I don’t like that turn out
to be really popular, so we shall see?
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So a ‘modern art’ style twist on a Christmas
poinsettia that I created & then decoupaged for
you, & then I threw in a couple of mirrored mini
images for you to use on the back, insert or
envelope – or to make another card of course!
Image 3: I was on a roll early week & got two new
mini collections done, both of which I am
launching this coming week. This first one
features head dresses & I have created some
decoupages, toppers & papers etc. This one has
a decoupage set but also some mini mirror
imaged ovals & just a hint of the background
that I created to accompany the set.

Image 4: The other Christmas
sheet in the line up for the
coming week is this rather
unusual format of two mirror
image toppers with a sting of
bells & a greeting to accompany
each, which you can use together
or separately.
Image 5: The final set in these
paper quads for you now, not
sure if I have a favourite in these
sets are all feature at least one
of my favourite flowers!

coming week is similar to the head
dress set but featuring outfits. Here I
cropped the set of three images from
a larger sheet & then matted & layered
them before creating the decoupage, &
then I mirrored imaged it to give you
much more scope to use them on
fancy fold cards.
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Image 9: The final stamping panel
sheet that I cut from the current paper
collection, I don’t usually use scalloped
edges on stuff as it makes it more
difficult for you to cut out, but it just
somehow ‘looked right’ with this
particular set?

Image 6: The final sheet from the
Vintage Office file is this topper
design set where I have added
some greeting panels, in case
you want to use them. Well, why
waste paper when I can add
something to the design?
Image 7: I thought that I had
uploaded all of the card kit
designs from these cake images,
but when I looked in the file there
were a few more, as well as a
couple of other formats.
So here I created a ‘Happy
Cupcake Day’ card kit & then
painstakingly decoupaged it to
within an inch of its life!
Image 8: The second of the new
collections launching in the

Again I added just a hint of one of the
background sheets that I designed to
accompany the set.
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If you have scalloped circle dies you
could see if any would work with the
number of scallops, or simply use a
slightly larger one & leave a white
edge?
Okay, so those are my ‘offerings’ for
the coming week & I hope that there is
something amongst the mix to suit
most crafty folks out there?
Catch up with you all this afternoon for
the update as usual.

Rita x

